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One month ago who would have suspected that the Democratic primary would become a 

referendum on whether the United States should be more like Denmark?  

Denmark is a nation of 5.6 million people living in an area half the size of South Carolina. It’s 

perhaps best known for Hans Christian Andersen’s 19th century fairytales, including “The Ugly 

Duckling” and “The Little Mermaid.” But it’s also gained a reputation of being an enchanted 

country to live in due to high rankings in quality of life surveys. 

Denmark ranked No. 3 of 158 countries in the United Nations’ 2015 World Happiness Report; 

the United States was No. 15. Three years ago The Economist ranked it the fifth best place in the 

world to be born, just after neighboring Norway and Sweden. The U.S. placed 16th. 

“When you look at the openness of the economy — when you look at capitalism — there is very 

little difference between the United States and Denmark,” says Marian Tupy, policy analyst at 

the Cato Institute in Washington. 

Where the two countries differ is in the government’s role in the economy. 

Danes get free or heavily subsidized health care, education and job training and compensation 

when they’re unemployed, out sick from work or on parental leave. 

That, however, comes at a cost that not all Americans might be willing to accept: high taxes. 

There are a lot of democratic socialist policies that, on the face of it, most people would have 

little to disagree with. The average Dane works 1,436 hours per year; the average American 

works 1,789 hours, 25 percent more. Parents can get up to 32 weeks of paid time off when they 

have children. With universal health care, there's no worry about getting sick and having 

catastrophic medical bills. Danish universities are tuition-free. The average Dane retires at age 

63, the average American at 65. What's not to like? 

All of those programs, and more, come at a price, and the price is a level of taxation. Those 

"free" programs have to be paid for by someone, and in Denmark, as well as the rest of the 

Scandinavian countries, that someone is not just the extremely wealthy. 

Certainly, the very rich do pay very high income taxes. The top marginal income tax rate in 

Denmark is 50 percent. In the U.S. it's 39.6 percent. Vermont has one of the highest top marginal 

income tax rates of any state, and if we add that 9 percent to the federal income tax, wealthy 
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Vermonters pay a marginal income tax rate of nearly 50 percent, almost as much as wealthy 

Danes pay. 

But Denmark's high level of government services and high spending, apparently what Senator 

Sanders means by the phrase democratic socialism, means high taxes not just for the rich, but for 

everyone. Total taxes in Denmark amount to about 48 percent of GDP, well above the U.S. level 

of 27 percent. The only way government can get that much money is to tax everyone, which 

means the middle class. The average income Danish family gets a lot more government services 

and benefits than an average income American family. But the Danish family pays a much 

higher share of their income in taxes than the average American family. 

“If the U.S. wanted a Danish model, you just need to know that it’s a very costly model,” said 

Mads Fuglede, an academic and center-right politician who comments on American politics in 

Danish media. “And the only way you can pay for it is by taxing the middle class more than the 

U.S. does at the moment.” 

And it's not just income taxes that are high. Vermonters are concerned about our 7 percent sales 

tax and 9 percent meals and rooms tax. That's a pittance compared to Danish consumption taxes. 

Danes pay a 25 percent value-added tax, which is similar to a sales tax, on everything. That $10 

restaurant meal, which costs you $11 in Vermont with taxes, will cost you $12.50 in Denmark. 

The value-added tax is built into the price in Denmark and the sales tax is added onto the bill in 

Vermont, but that's just a semantic difference. 

A $100 sweater in Vermont runs $125 in a Danish department store. A $1,000 refrigerator costs 

you $1,070 with taxes at Home Depot, but $1,250 in Copenhagen. It's no wonder that one of the 

most popular things for Scandinavians to do when they come to the U.S. is to shop. Well, not for 

refrigerators, but they do load up on Levis, Woolrich jackets, and anything else that will fit into a 

suitcase. 

Getting to the store to buy those high-taxed Danish goods isn't cheap, either. A $25,000 Toyota 

Camry will cost you an extra $1,500 due to Vermont's 6 percent purchase and use tax. That same 

$25,000 Camry will cost you an extra $45,000 in taxes in Denmark. That's not a typo. The 

Danish car tax is 180 percent of the purchase price. You'll write out a check for $70,000 for your 

new Camry in Denmark. And you'll pay the equivalent of about $6 per gallon of gas — more 

than double the current price per gallon in Vermont. 

Denmark has figured out how to finance a generous welfare state without unduly impacting its 

economic growth and economic competitiveness, as have other Scandinavian countries. And it's 

not by taxing billionaires and corporations. There aren't enough billionaires to get the revenues 

they need to finance their expenditures, and the owners of corporations are very sensitive to tax 

differentials. It's not hard to move a business from Denmark to Sweden. Or the Netherlands, 

France, Spain, or Germany. The Danish corporate income tax rate, at 23.5 percent, is well below 

the United States' level of 35 percent (not including what states add on) and it's scheduled to go 

down to 22 percent next year. 



Denmark uses taxes and social spending aggressively to narrow the income gap between the rich 

and the rest. After adjusting incomes for taxes and welfare payments, only three of 31 wealthy 

countries had smaller income gaps than Denmark in a 2013 study by the Pew Research Center. 

The U.S. came in 30th, ahead of only Chile. 

More than two-thirds of Danish workers belong to labor unions, compared to just 11 percent in 

the United States, according to the OECD and the U.S. Labor Department. 

Powerful unions and a redistributive government don’t seem to trouble Danish businesses. 

Denmark came in No. 4 for ease of doing business in World Bank rankings of 189 countries; the 

United States was No. 7. 

Art Woolf is associate professor of economics at UVM. 

 

 

Questions: 

 

1) Why are taxes so high in Denmark? 

 

2) In what way is living in Denmark better than in the United States? 

 

3) In what way is living in the United States better than living in Denmark? 

 

4) Besides taxes, what is one major difference with life in Denmark? 

 

5) Would you want to live in Denmark?  Explain. 

 

6) Denmark has a welfare state.  What does this mean? 

 

 


